POLICE ORDER No. 13

1. Whenever a non-Asiatic is convicted in any of the cases mentioned in Police Manual Rule 330, an extra copy of the finger print slip, together with the photograph of the convict should be sent to the Criminal Investigation Department for transmission to the Director, Intelligence Bureau, Government of India. Before the release of such a prisoner a report should similarly be submitted giving information regarding date, route, boat etc., on or by which the prisoner will be travelling, in order that such information may be transmitted to the country of the man's origin.

While sending such finger print slips the offences should be described in words and not merely referred to by their section numbers.

2. In coining or note-forgery cases in which an Asiatic, not resident of India, is convicted and in which there is reason to believe that false coins or notes have been manufactured abroad, a report should be forwarded to the Criminal Investigation Department for transmission to the Director, Intelligence Bureau. If any foreign criminal whether Asiatic or non-Asiatic is convicted in a coining or note-forgery case which may arouse international interest, a similar report should be sent for the information of the Director.
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